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ABSTRACT – The objective of this study was to examine

whether two machine-marked tests (MMTs), a clinical

problem-solving test (CPS) and a situational judgement test

(SJT, focusing on professional dilemmas), previously validated

for selection into general practice (GP) training in the UK,

could provide a valid selection methodology for shortlisting

into core medical training (CMT). An exploratory longitudinal

design was used to examine the psychometric properties of

the MMTs for CMT applicants, and the correlation between

MMT scores (time 1) and subsequent CMT interview outcomes

(time 2). Independent samples from two consecutive years

were used: in 2008 a retrospective analysis of data was used,

while in 2009, doctors applying for CMT were asked to com-

plete the MMTs for evaluation purposes. In 2008, a total of

1,711 doctors applied to both CMT and GP training and com-

pleted the MMTs. In 2009, a total of 2,265 doctors who

applied for CMT completed the MMTs for evaluation pur-

poses. The main outcome measure was the CMT applicants’

interview score. Both the CPS and SJT had good reliability

and score distributions for 2008 and 2009 CMT samples,

similar to the GP comparison samples. The MMTs were good

predictors of performance in the CMT interviews (r�0.56,

p��0.001 in 2008, and r�0.61, p��0.001 in 2009 for both

MMTs combined) and offered incremental validity over the

current shortlisting process. The GP MMTs offer an appro-

priate measurement methodology for selection into CMT, rep-

resenting a significant innovation for developing selection

methodology for CMT. Longer-term studies should be under-

taken to assess the validity of all selection techniques used,

in terms of CMT training outcome. 

KEY WORDS: interviews, machine-marked tests, selection,

shortlisting, validity

Introduction

Selection into postgraduate training has been a widely debated
topic, especially in the UK. Recently, the selection methodology

used for entry into UK general practice (GP) has demonstrated
good reliability and validity evidence.1 The methodology
includes two invigilated, machine-marked tests (MMTs):

• a clinical problem solving test (CPS) comprising questions
that require applicants to apply clinical knowledge to solve
problems reflecting diagnostic processes or develop man-
agement strategies for patients

• a situational judgement test (SJT) where applicants are pre-
sented with written depictions of professional dilemmas
they may encounter at work and are asked to identify an
appropriate response from a list of alternatives.

This paper describes an evaluation study to examine whether
these MMTs can provide a valid selection methodology for
shortlisting into core medical training (CMT).

Any new selection methodology must satisfy exacting psycho-
metric criteria such as reliability, validity and fairness.2–4 This
paper therefore reports the psychometric properties of the CPS
and SJT for independent samples of CMT applicants in two con-
secutive years (2008 and 2009) and examines whether scores in
these MMTs (time 1) predict performance in the CMT selection
interview (time 2) approximately one month later. For the 2009
sample, MMT marks were also compared with the current
shortlisting process, based on scores awarded to sections of a
structured application form. The objectives of this paper were to
explore the reliability, item quality and predictive validity of the
CPS and SJT for applicants to CMT. In particular, the aim was to
explore any potential gains in effectiveness by using these MMTs
compared to current application form scoring procedures.
Specifically, we addressed the following research questions:

1 Are the psychometric properties of the CPS and SJT robust
in the CMT applicant samples? 

2 Are the CPS and SJT valid methods of selection for CMT
applicants? Do they predict subsequent performance in the
CMT interview?

3 Compared to the current application form-based short-
listing procedure, do the MMTs add incremental validity in
predicting outcomes?

Method

Recruitment into general practice and core medical training
in the UK

The selection systems for CMT and GP training in the UK are
designed to process several thousand applicants nationally in each
yearly recruitment round. The GP methodology comprises 3 stages:
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Stage 1 eligibility checks including demonstration of cur-
rent evidence of foundation competence

Stage 2 short-listing using the CPS and SJT
Stage 3 a selection centre using work-relevant simulations.

The CPS paper has 100 items and the SJT 50. The existing CMT
selection process comprises:

Stage 1 eligibility checks
Stage 2 shortlisting via a structured application form,

involving a range of biographical information
including achievements, qualifications and a per-
sonal statement

Stage 3 a structured interview (one month after short-
listing), lasting approximately 30 minutes and com-
prising questions derived from a UK standardised
person specification.

Design and sampling

Two validation studies conducted over two consecutive years
are reported in this paper, each using a different research
design. In 2008, a retrospective evaluation of existing MMT
data was conducted. Anonymised data held by the GP National
Recruitment Office were used to identify a cohort of applicants
who applied to both CMT and GP in the 2008 recruitment
round. A total of 8,195 applicants completed the MMTs as part
of the selection process for GP training; of which 1,711 had also
applied to CMT (this sample represents 49% of total applicants
for CMT).

In 2009, a prospective evaluation of the MMTs was conducted
alongside live selection. Here, all doctors applying for CMT were
asked to complete the MMTs in addition to the live selection
process. Applicants were made aware that this was a pilot, and
that the MMT marks would not be known by recruiters when
the selection decisions were made. Overall, a total of 2,265 CMT
applicants completed the MMTs and data for the full GP sample
(n�5,311) provided a comparison sample.

For both 2008 and 2009, performance in the CMT interview
process provided an outcome measure. In 2009, performance in
the CMT shortlisting process was also explored. The reliability of
each MMT was calculated using Cronbach’s � coefficient. Table 1
details the demographic details and sizes of the two independent
CMT samples for 2008 and 2009, and the associated GP compar-
ison samples. Generally, the CMT samples are comparable to
their associated comparison group in terms of demographics.

Results

Are the psychometric properties of the CPS and SJT
robust in the CMT applicant samples? 

Table 2 gives descriptive statistics for the CPS and SJT for the
2008 and 2009 CMT applicant samples, with results contrasted
against the relevant comparison sample. Results indicate that
both MMTs had good reliability for the CMT sample in both
2008 (CPS ��0.89, SJT ��0.80) and 2009 (CPS ��0.85, SJT
��0.85). Score distributions were close to normal showing that
the tests were capable of differentiating between applicants.
MMT marks for each CMT sample (2008 and 2009) were sim-
ilar to the relevant GP comparison sample.

The correlation between CPS and SJT scores within the CMT
sample in 2008 (n�1,710) was r�0.45; in 2009 (n�2,264) the
correlation between the two test scores was r�0.54. These results
are similar to the correlations between the CPS and SJT for GP
comparison samples in both 2008 (r�0.51) and 2009 (r�0.53).
The size of correlation between the two MMTs (CPS and SJT)
for all samples presented in the study indicates that the tests
have both common and independent variance.

Do the CPS and SJT tests predict subsequent
performance in the CMT interview?

Correlations between MMT marks and CMT interview scores
were calculated to examine whether the tests predict perfor-
mance in the CMT selection process. In 2008, data were avail-
able for 837 applicants. It should be noted that in 2008,

Table 1. Sample details and breakdown.

n Mean age Women (%) Men (%) White (%) Asian (%) Black (%) Mixed (%) Other (%)

2008 samples 

CMT sample that 1,711 30.8 46 53 23 62 6 3 6
completed MMTs

GP comparison sample 8,195 31.6 48 50 33 51 7 3 5

2009 samples

CMT sample that 2,265 28.4 60 40 45 36 6 3 10
completed MMTs

GP comparison sample 5,311 30.2 56 44 44 42 7 1 6

Note: % may not total 100 due to missing data.

CMT � core medical training; GP � general practice; MMT � machine-marked tests.
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deaneries used different CMT interview processes, therefore
data from each deanery were analysed separately. Deaneries with
less than 30 cases were not included in correlations due to small
sample size. In 2009, all deaneries used the same CMT interview
process, allowing overall correlations to be calculated. Both the
2008 and 2009 samples are based on applications rather than
individual applicants. The average uncorrected correlation with
CMT interview scores was r�0.43 for the CPS; r�0.52 for the
SJT, and r�0.56 for MMTs combined. In the 2009 sample
(n�3,231), the overall uncorrected correlation with CMT inter-
view scores was r�0.54 for the CPS; r�0.53 for the SJT, and
r�0.61 for MMTs combined (all p�0.001). This represents a
strong level of prediction for any selection methodology,5 sim-
ilar to that of the comparison samples as a whole.1 This is an
important finding, indicating that the MMTs are robust instru-
ments for shortlisting purposes.

Compared to the current application form-based
‘traditional’ shortlisting procedure, do the MMTs add
incremental validity in predicting outcomes?

For the 2008 sample, hierarchical regression analyses showed
that in almost all cases, the SJT offered significant incremental
validity over the CPS in predicting interview scores, on average
accounting for an additional 15% of the variance. In around half
of cases, the CPS also offered incremental validity over the SJT,
on average accounting for an additional 6% of the variance. This
indicates that the SJT is the best single predictor of CMT inter-
view scores but that the CPS and SJT in combination provide
the strongest evidence of predictive validity.

For the 2009 sample, the overall uncorrected correlation with
traditional CMT shortlisting scores was r�0.40 for the CPS,
r�0.34 for the SJT and r�0.42 for both tests combined (all
p�0.001). The correlation between CMT shortlisting scores and
CMT interview scores was r�0.46 (p�0.001), indicating that
the traditional shortlisting methodology is valid and provides
good prediction of outcomes at interview. Both the CPS and SJT
offered significant incremental validity over each other in pre-
dicting CMT interview scores (accounting for an additional 9%
and 8% of the variance respectively).

When comparing the MMTs with the traditional CMT short-
listing methodology, a multiple stepwise regression confirmed
that the MMTs contributed most to the prediction of CMT
interview scores, over the traditional CMT shortlisting process.
The MMTs offered significant incremental validity over the tra-
ditional shortlisting process: the CPS accounted for an addi-
tional 16%; the SJT an additional 17%; and both tests com-
bined, an additional 22% of the variance in interview scores.
This is a high level of incremental validity indicating that the
MMTs add significantly to the prediction of interview out-
comes over the traditional application form-shortlisting
process alone. From a cost-efficiency perspective, the MMTs are
likely to offer significant advantages compared to traditional
shortlisting processes.

Discussion

Overall, in this study we set out to determine:

• whether the psychometric properties of the CPS and SJT
were robust in independent CMT applicant samples over
two consecutive years

• whether the CPS and SJT offer valid methods of selection
for CMT applicants by predicting subsequent performance
in the CMT interview

• whether the CPS and SJT offer incremental validity over
existing shortlisting measures in predicting interview 
outcomes.

The findings provide good evidence to suggest that tests such as
those outlined in this paper show promise as a selection method-
ology for CMT in the UK. Both MMTs showed sufficient relia-
bility within the CMT sample (all Cronbach’s � �0.80) and score
distributions similar to the GP comparison sample. Further, both
the CPS and SJT are valid tests because in each independent
sample over two consecutive years (2008 and 2009) they are
strong predictors of subsequent performance in CMT interviews.
In addition, findings from 2009 clearly indicate that both MMTs
have substantial incremental validity over the current CMT short-
listing process. In general, the results demonstrate that the MMTs
add significant value in predicting interview outcomes.4,6,7 

New machine-marked tests for selection into core medical training
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Table 2. Clinical problem solving (CPS) and situational judgement test (SJT) results.

CPS SJT

Mean score Standard Mean score Standard 

n (standard)* deviation Reliability (��) (standard)* deviation Reliability (��)

2008 samples

CMT 1,711 255 36 0.89 249 37 0.80

GP comparison 8,195 250 40 0.91 253 40 0.83

2009 samples

CMT 2,265 255 38 0.85 250 40 0.85

GP comparison 5,311 250 40 0.86 250 40 0.85

*Scores on each test are standardised to a scale with a mean of 250 and a standard deviation of 40 (based on the distribution of scores for the general practice
(GP) sample). CMT � core medical training.
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The 2008 CMT sample comprised only a subset of applicants –
those who applied to both CMT and GP. It could be argued 
that this sample may not fully represent the CMT applicant pop-
ulation as a whole, so that results may not readily generalise to
the applicants not included in this sample. However, the 2009
sample involved the whole CMT applicant population and
results obtained were similar over the two consecutive years.
Replicating the results in this way gives further confidence that
the MMTs are not only psychometrically robust, but are also
able to predict performance in the CMT interviews.

Based on the available evidence therefore, results indicate that
the MMTs reported in this paper are an appropriate measurement
methodology for shortlisting in CMT. These MMTs can provide a
standardised process that could substantially increase the cost-
effectiveness and utility of the selection procedure once an initial
development phase has been completed.4 Since the tests are
machine marked, the methodology offers significant advantages
over traditional shortlisting approaches in providing increased
efficiencies and resource savings, which would benefit the CMT
selection procedure. For the future, these MMTs could be evalu-
ated for use as a single shortlisting methodology for several med-
ical specialties, thereby offering multiplicative efficiency savings.

To explore the use of the MMTs in other specialties, job
analysis studies are required to ensure the selection methods used
are targeting appropriate criteria for entry into specialty training.
Job analysis studies address issues such as content validity, and
outputs will ensure that the selection methodology is geared
towards the prediction of longer-term outcomes (for example
training progression).8,9 Job analysis studies can inform develop-
ment of a test specification, which can be modelled with appro-
priate subject matter experts to define test content and to review
standard setting procedures for the tests. In accordance with best
practice, a long-term validation study will ensure that the tests
predict in-training performance. Further research should explore
applicant reactions to the selection process so that perceptions of
fairness and justice can be monitored over time.10
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